Eleider Alvarez vs. Isaac Chilemba is confirmed
Final WBC light heavyweight eliminator

PRESS RELEASE

MONTRÉAL September 24, 2015–Colombian Olympian now living in Montreal
Eleider Alvarez (18-0-0, 10 KOs), #2 at the WBC and Malawi fighter Isaac
Chilemba (24-2-2, 10 KOs), #1 at the WBC, will face in a final WBC light
heavyweight final eliminator bout, in November in Quebec.
Yvon Michel and Kathy Duva finalized a deal yesterday to make this fight, where
the winner will become the mandatory challenger for WBC world light
heavyweight champion, Quebec’s own Adonis Stevenson.
"Alvarez and Chilemba are both at the elite level of the light heavyweight division
and that will bring a spectacular and intense fight that will determinate the rest of
their respective careers", said the President of GYM, Yvon Michel.
"Isaac and Main Events are very much looking forward to the fight and very
happy to have come to an agreement with our friends at GYM", added the CEO
of Main Event, Kathy Duva.
In his last outing, August 15 at the Bell Centre, the WBC Silver champion Alvarez
spoiled the undefeated record of tough Paraguayan slugger Isidro Ranoni Prieto
to keep his belt via a unanimous decision win, after a spectacular brawl televised
by Premier Boxing Champions, live on NBC Sports.
As for NABF champion Chilemba, he also fought his last bout at the Montreal
Canadians home. On the undercard of the world championship fight between
Sergey Kovalev and Jean Pascal, March 14, he beat Russian Vasily Lepikhin by
unanimous decision to win the North American title, right in front of HBO
cameras.
The exact date and venue of the Alvarez-Chilemba confrontation will be
announced within a couple of days. The objective is also to put Artur Beterbiev
on the same card, for an IBF elimination fight.
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About Groupe Yvon Michel Inc .:
Groupe Yvon Michel (GYM) was founded in 2004. The organization's mission is the development
of high level boxers by a coaching support and especially by competitive management. To
achieve its objectives, GYM is active in recruiting talent and organizing events. Since its founding,
in less than 11 years, GYM produced 120 boxing events, some of them have made history in
terms of ticket sales and PPV, including Pascal vs. Hopkins I and II. GYM has produced over 300
hours of television on Canal Indigo, Bell TV, Shaw TV, TVA Sports, VOX, TVA, CBC, RDS and V
in Canada, as well as CBS, HBO, Showtime and ESPN in the USA. A total of 7 different GYM
boxers participated in 23 world title fights. Under the tutelage of GYM, Joachim Alcine captured
the WBA super welterweight title in 2007 and Jean Pascal, in 2009, won the WBC Light
Heavyweight belt. Since June 2013, Adonis "Superman" Stevenson holds the WBC, The Ring
and linear light heavyweight titles. Finally, Adonis Stevenson was named boxer of the year in the
world in 2013 by The Ring, Sports Illustrated and many publications.

